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A one act play - based on  
the writer’s Great Uncle,  
an Irish Veteran -  
a private, an amputee,  
a survivor of The Somme.




Adapted and read by Sam McCready
DATE WEDNESDAY 10 AUGUST
TIME 8PM
VENUE EAST BELFAST NETWORK CENTRE
PRICE £5
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  
TEL: 028 9024 6609
Robert Harbinson is one of Ulster’s finest
writers. Born in Dee Street on the
Newtownards Road, No Surrender, his
account of growing up in Belfast during the
Depression and the build-up to the Second
World War, is a masterpiece, by turns
earthy, lyrical, full of pathos, and very funny.
Praised by the national press when it was
published by Faber & Faber in 1960, this
adaptation by Sam McCready, veteran Ulster
writer and actor, introduces the work of this




DATE WEDNESDAY 10 AUGUST
TIME 8PM
VENUE WELDERS SOCIAL CLUB
PRICE £8
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET 
TEL: 028 9024 6609
The Prodger is a story of the writer’s Grand
Uncle Johnny, a Catholic Irishman who
fought at The Somme, woke up in a morgue
and found his right leg amputated below the
knee.
We meet him as an old man in an Irish
country pub in 1964. This one-act play
highlights the plight of the Irish men who
fought in WW1, endured its horrors and
survived, returning to a new and divided
Ireland where they never spoke of their
experiences. Except Johnny - the time has
finally come for him to tell his tale and
reclaim his past.
this year the Arts Council confirmed the position of Eastside Arts as one of
our core funded clients. this is a measure of how much the organisation and
its festivals have achieved in a few short years.
EastSide Arts is helping to expand the provision of excellent and accessible arts
across the city, reaching out to people and communities who might not otherwise
have such opportunities to engage with the arts. Its signature festival, the EastSide
Arts Festival, has established itself as a key player in the creative, social and
economic regeneration and reputation of the area. It is, deservingly, one of the most
popular highlights of a very successful development strategy for the arts in east
Belfast.
Roisín McDonough
Chief Executive, Arts Council of Northern Ireland
It’s been an exciting and inspiring few months preparing the programme for this
year’s festival as it offers a unique opportunity to showcase the brilliant and
diverse artistic talent that lies within East Belfast. 
We have had the pleasure of working with artists, venues, businesses and community
organisations to present this talent in a way that we hope will encourage people to visit
EastSide from across Belfast and beyond.   We hope that the festival will inspire people
to see EastSide as a community that is full of creativity, colour and, above all, one that
is on a journey of renewal.
We would like to thank our principal funder, Arts Council of Northern Ireland, principal
sponsor Tourism NI and funders Belfast City Council, Department of Communities and
The Executive Office for their vital continuing support. Sincere thanks also to our
sponsors Hewitt & Gilpin, British Council, Translink, John Dory’s, Bass, Fonacab and
McCadden for their brilliant support and enthusiasm in being a part of this year’s




TO EASTSIDE ARTS FESTIVAL 2016
to book:
Online www.eastsidearts.net
By telephone 028 9024 6609
In person Visit Belfast Welcome Centre
9 Donegall Square North, Belfast, BT1 5GJ
www.eastsidearts.net www.eastsidearts.net
PINTSIZED CABARET
DATE THURSDAY 11 AUGUST
TIME 8PM
VENUE BOUNDARY COOPERATIVE BREWERY
PRICE £10.50
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  
TEL: 028 9024 6609
Pintsized Cabaret will feature a great
selection of short scenes using the unique
Boundary Brewery as the performance
venue and source of inspiration. Audiences
will be getting a flavour of some of the
famous bits of poetry and prose that have
focussed on drink and craic, with a nod to
the pubs of East Belfast. With a selection of
Boundary beers to try, it's sure to set you
up for a great night.
MUSIC UNITE – 
ACCESS ALL AREAS





TEL: 028 9024 6609
Music lovers, friends, visitors and the
curious - Beyond Skin presents an evening
of music that will merge familiar sounds
with the not so familiar, conducted by you
the audience.  Music Unite is a project
fusing the music of Flute bands reflecting
the Protestant faith with music from around
the world.  On International Youth Day we
invite all humans to join us for an
intercultural evening of music and
conversation. Featuring special guest
artists reflecting the soundtrack of Northern
Ireland, Sri Lanka, Colombia and beyond. 
NI STARS PRESENTS
THE WIZARD OF OZ
DATE FRIDAY 12 & SATURDAY 13 AUGUST
TIME 2PM & 7PM
VENUE STRAND ARTS CENTRE
PRICE £10 / £8
TICKETSWWW.STRANDARTSCENTRE.COM
Following up on their sell out run of Little
Shop of Horrors last year, NiStars returns
this year with The Wizard of Oz.  The
stage version of the iconic film sees
Dorothy Gale follow the yellow brick road
along with her friends The Scarecrow,
Tin Man and Cowardly Lion, in search of
what their hearts desire most, in a story
suitable for all the family. Performed by
a 60 strong cast, this production
features performers aged 6 - 22 years of
age.
HERETICS & HEAD 
THE BALLS
DATE FRIDAY 12 AUGUST
TIME 8PM
VENUE WELDERS SOCIAL CLUB
PRICE £10.50
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  
TEL: 028 9024 6609
AGE 16+
Belfast man and UK comedy circuit
stalwart Neil Dougan attempts to
compress over five hundred years of
protestant culture into his new one man
show. Packed with tales of head the balls
and heretics, his subjects range from
revolutionary reformists to bonfire
builders, the Four Musketeers, a tribe of
Native American Orangemen, The Scots
Irish, 17th Century Calvinist orgies in
Essex and Saint Patrick. Even Rasputin
gets a mention. 
“Tough minded observations with
affectionate warmth” The Skinny



































DATE FRIDAY 12 AUGUST
TIME 8PM
VENUE MAPLE LEAF CLUB
PRICE £9
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  
TEL: 028 9024 6609
AGE 18+
If you've ever been unemployed, studying a
humanities degree, or sick, you've played
Murder She Got Wrote Off - that is,
watching Murder She Wrote while drinking.
Now you can recreate that experience with
friends and family, as The Cabot Cove
Players recreate a classic episode of the
greatest amateur sleuth show ever written.
It's a live drinking game, so it's handy that
there's a bar.  Props, costumes, scripts... all
the trappings of legitimate theatre, plus
professional actors doing what they do best:
drinking on the job. Well, it worked for Tom
Bosley.
Audience fancy dress is encouraged.




DATE SATURDAY 13 AUGUST
TIME 8PM




TEL: 028 9024 6609
During the First World War, many soldiers
wrote to their families back home in Ulster
sharing harrowing accounts not only of the
appalling conditions they were fighting
under but also the bravery of their fellow
soldiers.  Major poets, among them, Wilfred
Owen and Siegfried Sassoon, have written
powerful descriptions of the horrors of the
battlefield, while contemporary Ulster poets
like Michael Longley have also reflected on
the event. To mark the anniversary of the
Battle of the Somme, local actors Sam and
Joan McCready, in company with the Brass
Quintet from the Ulster Orchestra, will
present a fascinating selection of these
poems and letters.
GLITTER & TWISTED
FROM THE CREATOR OF PALOOKAVILLE
AND AUNTIE'S SOCIAL CLUB
DATE SATURDAY 13 AUGUST
TIME 8PM
VENUE MAPLE LEAF CLUB
PRICE £10.50
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  
TEL: 028 9024 6609
AGE 18+
Ladies and Gentlemen (that applies to some
of you at least) come join your host, Barry
Vinegarstroke, the compere without
compare, for a night of proper 70’s
entertainment.  WIN yourself some quality
tat, I mean, prizes, in our FREE Bingo.  Grab
yourself a meaty handful in the fabulous free
MEAT RAFFLE! Dance to the sexy and
stomping stylings of our house band, The
Great Bunch O Lads, then shake your bingo
wings to the discotheque DJ skills of Barry
and his Twisted Roadshow. Expect surprise
guests and acts and remember, if it's
entertaining, then it must be
ENTERTAINMENT.
SILENT SUNDAY





TEL: 028 9024 6609
A lavish feast of audible sensations whilst
watching silent films.  Improvised and
scored works from three inimitable
guitarists - Colin Reid, performing works
from his critically acclaimed album, Dear
Spider, Paul McMordie, performing new
works to Lotte Reiniger's great silhouette
animation, Hansel & Gretel, and Gary Lutton
bringing his zen-like guitar playing to
perform an improvised score to a great
masterpiece of the Silent Screen. 
The finale of the day will see all three
guitarists come together for a spontaneous
composition to the wonderful Laurel & Hardy















PLAY IT AGAIN JAM
DATE SUNDAY 14 AUGUST
TIME 7PM
VENUE STRAND CHURCH
PRICE £5 (FREE TO OVER 60’S)
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  
TEL: 028 9024 6609
Join local singer/songwriters Hannah
McPhillimy and Rory Nellis and the
wonderful Belfast Ukulele Jam for an
evening of tunes from the 60s and 70s,
performed with a modern twist. Retro-
themed refreshments will be provided by
baker extraordinaire Hilary Copeland and
short readings from local writer, Jan
Carson, will round off the programme. The
evening will end in style with a good old-
fashioned sing-along. The performance
will be Dementia-friendly but everyone is
invited to join us.
PINTSIZED SURPRISE
DATE SUNDAY 14 & MONDAY 15 AUGUST
TIME 8PM
VENUE SUNDAY 14 @ DONDONALD ICE 




TEL: 028 9024 6609
AGE 15+ (SCENES OF AN ADULT NATURE)
Pintsized Productions, one of the hits of
ESAF 2015, return this year with a new
Pintsized Surprise - an exciting hour-long
surprise performance.  You the audience
won’t know what the show is, who the cast
are, or exactly where you might end up.
You will know that you’ll see a fantastic,
thought provoking play about power and
language. A claustrophobic look at big
themes, sexual politics and ideas about
power and responsibility, played out in a
pressure cooker environment.  Pintsized
Productions bring together emerging
professionals with established artists to
create amazing experiences in alternative
venues. 
AMANDA ST JOHN & BAND
PLUS SPECIAL GUESTS
DATE TUESDAY 16 AUGUST
TIME 8PM
VENUE PARK AVENUE HOTEL
PRICE £8
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  
TEL: 028 9024 6609
Amanda St John, a soul and blues singer
from County Antrim, has become a
mainstay on the Northern Irish radio,
festival and gig circuit.   Known for her
passionate, powerful vocals and engaging
stage presence, Amanda launched her
debut album, Grow, in May 2016, to
audience and crtitical acclaim.  Her
festival show will be a celebration of soul
and blues music as Amanda, her band and
a couple of special guests play songs
from her new album alongside favourite
soul and blues classics. 
"An incredible vocal performer and
songwriter" BBC Radio Ulster’s Ralph
McLean. 
PEACOCK ANGELL BAND
DATE WEDNESDAY 17 AUGUST
TIME 8PM
VENUE ST MARTIN’S CHURCH
PRICE £10.50
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  
TEL: 028 9024 6609
Ruth Angell from Derbyshire and Sid
Peacock from Northern Ireland marry the
bright blue shores of County Down with the
High Peaks and green fields of Derbyshire in
this inspired and personal collaboration
which now includes a full band of world
class virtuoso musicians to perform their
songs and tunes with new depth.  Gentle yet
powerful describes the band and their sound
is lush, magical and multi-layered. They
create music inspired by beautiful places,
great poets, down and outs, new arrivals
and feathered friends. Traditional and
original material is performed with honesty,
passion, great story telling and a high level
of craftsmanship. 

























DATE FRIDAY 19 AUGUST
TIME 8PM
VENUE ST. PATRICK’S CHURCH  BALLYMACARRETT
PRICE £21.50
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  TEL: 028 9024 6609
From the chants of medieval monks to the words of the great modern poets, an Anúna
concert is a uniquely beautiful experience that combines atmospheric costumes, candles
and movement into a haunting sonic tapestry. 
The performance will feature a span of material from Anúna's varied and eclectic
repertoire, including songs from the tradition, the medieval era and works composed
around the writings of the great Irish poets. Also featured will be a number of pieces from
the latest release by the group, Revelation.
"Using crystal-clear and thunderous sounds, playing with shadows and light, the
ensemble creates an atmosphere of fervent richness” Le Monde.
NEW BLISS
BY KEITH DONALD
DATE WEDNESDAY 17 AUGUST
TIME 8PM
VENUE BELVOIR PLAYER’S STUDIO
PRICE £12.50
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  
TEL: 028 9024 66099
AGE 12+
Keith Donald is a renowned saxophone and
clarinet player who has played with some of
the biggest names in Irish music, including
Van Morrison and Christy Moore.  In this
one-man show Keith tells the story of his
professional life as he recounts the highs
and lows of his six-decade long career, half
of which was spent under the shadow of
alcoholism. It is an insight into the life of a
musician, from pit orchestra gigs to all the
way through to sold out stadium tours; an
inspirational story of addiction and recovery,
complete with both laughter and lessons.
DATE THURSDAY 18 AUGUST
TIME 8PM
VENUE PARK AVENUE HOTEL
PRICE £15
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  
TEL: 028 9024 6609
KAZ HAWKINS BAND
East Belfast’s multi-award-winning Kaz
Hawkins is Northern Ireland’s very own
blues and soul darling. Her high energy,
original shows, great style and ability to
closely connect with her audience,
contribute to make Kaz one of the most
popular blues artists playing in the UK and
Ireland today.
Off the back of winning a British Blues
Award and Pure M Award in 2015 Kaz
focussed on playing as a band rather than a
solo artist and the Kaz Hawkins Band
released a new album, Feelin’ Good in May
2016.  Expect to hear new songs with Kaz’s
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www.eastsidearts.net www.eastsidearts.net
THE LATE TWOS WITH
SUPPORT BY PETTY YOUTH
DATE FRIDAY 19 AUGUST
TIME DOORS 7.15PM
VENUE EAST BELFAST NETWORK CENTRE
PRICE £6
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  
TEL: 028 9024 6609
The Late Twos are a Northern Irish Indie
Rock/Pop band. A lively and energetic
five piece outfit, known for their fresh
sound, style and charisma. They recently
recorded a cover of Sweet Caroline in
support of Northern Ireland at Euro 2016
which has been watched over 175,000
times on Facebook.
Petty Youth deliver their own brand of
garage rock with a contemporary twist
and plenty of swagger. The band are
taking part in Oh Yeah Music Centre's
talent development programme, 'Scratch
My Progress’.  Presented by EastSide
Arts in Association with Third Bar Artist
Development. 
DATE SATURDAY 20 AUGUST
TIME 8PM
VENUE ST. PATRICK’S CHURCH BALLYMACARRETT
PRICE £28
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  
TEL: 028 9024 6609
Somewhere in London a musician carries the keys to the musical kingdom. In his
technicolor sonic scope are all kinds of sounds, from rock to country to soul to pop.
Nothing is off limits, as long as it has a groove and goodness based in reality. The
musician has been performing for 40 years, but is as fresh today as the first time he
stepped on stage. There are no tricks or shortcuts here. Far from it. His songs are as
solid as the earth, yet carry no lingering hype or heaviness. The musician is Nick Lowe,
the headmaster of British rock.
AN EVENING WITH 
NICK LOWE IN CONCERT 
1916 TIM MCGARRY “GOES
OVER THE TOP”
DATE SATURDAY 20 AUGUST
TIME 8PM
VENUE PARK AVENUE HOTEL
PRICE £18
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  
TEL: 028 9024 6609
AGE 16+
Tim McGarry is back with a brand new
stand-up show about our history.  And
because of the year that’s in it, can only be
the 1916 Easter Rising and the Battle of the
Somme. 
In 2016 we have be inundated with worthy
and serious dramas and documentaries
about the meaning of 1916.  There has been
much chin stroking and nodding of heads.
Tim McGarry doesn’t want that. He wants
to tell you jokes.   Expect myths to be
exploded and sacred cows to be slaughtered
but above all expect laughs.   And who
knows we might accidentally learn
something.



























DATE SUNDAY 21 AUGUST
TIME 8PM
VENUE PARK AVENUE HOTEL
PRICE £8
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  
TEL: 028 9024 6609
6-piece band, The Big Kahuna (you may
also recognise them as The Guinness
Experience Band), have been together for
17 years, performing extensively across
Ireland.  They were proud to support Van
Morrison in a special NYE show in
Belfast’s Harp Bar last year and pride
themselves on a fully live performance
experience with musicians making up a
horn section, lead guitar, bass guitar,
drums, and vocals, all delivered with an
energy that is certain to keep you on the




DATE SUNDAY 21 AUGUST
TIME 5PM – 7PM
VENUE ST. PATRICK’S CHURCH 
BALLYMACARRETT
PRICE £3.50; £10 FAMILY OF 4
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  
TEL: 028 9024 6609
EastSide Arts is proud to present an
afternoon packed with some of East
Belfast’s most promising emerging talent.
With a mixed bag of performances
ranging from rock bands to musical
performers, dancers to singers we
promise to give you a hip-swinging, toe-
tapping extravaganza of music and dance
that will energise and inspire!  This event
is suitable for all ages so bring the whole
family along to get a taste of the
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THE BRIGID O’NEILL TRIO
DATE TUESDAY 16 AUGUST
RONNIE GREER & FRIENDS
DATE THURSDAY 18 AUGUST
Just back from playing the Bluebird Cafe and
a series of other gigs in Nashville, Co. Down
songwriter Brigid O’Neill has followed her
critically acclaimed EP Arrivals and
Departures with a new single, Don’t Make
Me Go to Town.  Brigid is steadily
developing a loyal audience with her blend
of folk and country, thanks to well-received
concerts and festival appearances.
One of the justifiable legends of the Northern
Ireland music scene, Ronnie Greer is also one
of its favourite performers. A superb blues
and jazz guitarist, he has graced some of the
finest blues bands in the country and shared
the stage with some of the biggest names in
the business. For this festival club setting,
he’ll be in trio mode – expect some Chicago
blues with the occasional jazz curve.
LOS DRAMATICOS
DATE SATURDAY 20 AUGUST
An international flavour for the festival club
with flamenco guitar duo Los Dramaticos.
Paddy and Victor have played music all their
life. Hailing from Northern Ireland and Chile
respectively, their eclectic musical past
incursions include classical and blues piano,
French Chanson, music for the theatre,
Argentinian Tango and Ugandan Afropop. The
duo will serve us some lush instrumental
music for the evening, and are one of the
city’s most treasured live duos.
Festival Club
10pm – Midnight



















UG - TUE 
16 AUG 2
016
JOHN DORYS, BALLYGOWAN ROAD 028 9040 1674
LONGFELLOW BAR 028 9073 1303
CREGAGH SPORTS CLUB 028 9045 9440
CREGAGH VIDEO CLUB 028 9045 1658
WILLOWFIELD PARISH CHURCH 028 9045 7654
BOOK ONLINE
THE BLACK BOX 028 9024 4400
email: admin@blackboxbelfast.com
BELFAST WELCOME CENTRE 028 9024 6609
email: info@visit-belfast.com
SD BELLS 028 9047 1774
email: sales@sdbellsteacoffee.com
VENUE DATE BAND/ARTIST DOORS ADMISSION
WILLOWFIELD CHURCH WED 10th SONGWRITERS IN THE ROUND 7.00pm £6.00
with KEN HADDOCK, ANTHONY TONER, WILFIE GILBERT, 
MATT McGINN & AMANDA ST JOHN
HORATIO TODD'S THURS 11th 13 & THE FURY 10.00pm FREE
THE BLACK BOX THURS 11th ANDY FAIRWEATHER LOW & THE LOW RIDERS. 8.00pm £19.50
THE LONGFELLOW BAR FRI 12th ROB STRONG BAND & THE SABREJETS 8.00pm £6.00
THE LONGFELLOW BAR SAT 13th RONNIE GREER BAND featuring GRAINNE DUFFY 8.00pm £6.00
& KEN HADDOCK & SPOONFUL OF BLUES
THE LONGFELLOW BAR SUN 14th SWEET TREV & THE BLUENOTES & RAB McCULLOUGH BAND 8.00pm £6.00
THE LONGFELLOW BAR SAT 13th MARK BRAIDNER BAND 2.00pm £5.00
THE LONGFELLOW BAR SUN 14th KENNY McDOWELL & Guests 2.00pm £5.00
CREGAGH SPORTS CLUB FRI 12th THE GRAND CAMAROS 8.00pm £5.00
THE GARRICK FRI 12th GRAINNE DUFFY, RONNIE GREER & PAUL SHERRY 4.30pm - 7.00pm FREE
THE GARRICK SAT 13th WILLIE BYRNE 9.30pm - 12.00pm FREE
THE GARRICK SUN 14th DEE HANNA & GORDON McALLISTER 9.30pm - 12.00pm FREE
S.D. BELL'S SUN 14th JAZZ & BLUES BRUNCH with 12.00pm - 2.30pm
RAB McCULLOUGH & GORDON McALLISTER Open 11.00pm Essential to pre-book
THE SUNFLOWER SUN 14th ERROL WALSH & TED PONSONBY 3.00pm - 6.00pm £5.00
THE POET SAT 13th PURPLE CAR 10.00pm FREE
THE POET SUN 14th DAVY WATSON accompanied by SIMON McBRIDE 8.30pm FREE
STOKERS HALT FRI 12th KEN HADDOCK 6.00pm - 8.00pm FREE
STOKERS HALT SAT 13th GINHOUSE 10.00pm FREE
THE PARADOR THURS 11th BOURBON SWING 8.00pm £3.00
THE PARADOR FRI 12th THE JOURNEYBAND 10.00pm £5.00
PARK AVENUE HOTEL TUES 16th AMANDA ST JOHN 8.00pm £8.00
WHO’S PLAYING & WHERE?






DATE THURSDAY 11 AUGUST
TIME DINNER 7PM, FILM 8.30PM
PRICE £4 film only - £10.50 Meal Deal
TICKETS STRANDARTSCENTRE.COM
GENRE COMEDY CLASSIC FILM
AGE CERT. PG
A young New York socialite becomes
interested in a young man who has moved
into her apartment building. Directed by
Blake Edwards. Staring: Audrey Hepburn,
George Peppard & Patricia Neal.  
Special Meal Deal option – Movie &
Canteen’s Breakfast for Dinner:
Soda bread, potato bread, Coffey’s pork &
leek sausage, Gracehill black pudding, back
bacon, plum tomato, homemade baked
beans, poached Cavanagh egg, field
mushroom, filter coffee or tea.
RUBY AND THE DUKE
WITH SPECIAL INTRODUCTION BY 
DUKE SPECIAL






Twenty years after her death as a frail and
broken alcoholic, Duke Special
affectionately remembers a forgotten
legend of British music in the 1950s -
Belfast singer Ruby Murray.  In one week in
March 1955 she had five songs in the Top
Ten, a record that stands to this day.
“Fascinating, comprehensive and superbly-
made documentary.” Irish Times
THE ROYAL TENENBAUMS
(2001)





GENRE COMEDY/DRAMA CLASSIC FILM
AGE CERT. 15
Wes Anderson's 'regal fairy tale', an instant
classic and in our pick of '30 films to see before
you're 30'.  Royal Tenenbaum and his wife
Etheline had three children and then they
separated. All three children are extraordinary;
all geniuses. Virtually all memory of the brilliance
of the young Tenenbaums was subsequently
erased by two decades of betrayal, failure, and
disaster. Most of this was generally considered
to be their father's fault. 
THE BIG LEBOWSKI FEST 
DATE THURSDAY 18 AUGUST
TIME 8PM (BAR FROM 7.30PM)
PRICE £6 
TICKETSSTRANDARTSCENTRE.COM
GENRE CULT FILM COMEDY CRIME
AGE CERT. 18
Join us for a special tribute to a cinematic
cult classic with your host for the evening,
Joe Lindsay. Come and enjoy a beverage
from our White Russian bar and take er’
easy. 
The Other Lebowski wants money. The
nihilists want money and willing to give
toes for it. Walter doesn't want to roll on
shabbas. The Dude just wanted his rug
back. Dressing up encouraged, with prizes
for the best outfit. White Russian bar
supplied by Horatio Todd's.  Part of our '30
films to see before you're 30'.
AS YOU LIKE IT
NATIONAL THEATRE LIVE RECORDING
DATE FRIDAY 19 AUGUST
TIME 8.15PM (2HRS 40MINS 
INCLUDING INTERVAL
PRICE £12 adult, £10 concession
TICKETS STRANDARTSCENTRE.COM
GENRE NATIONAL THEATRE LIVE
AGE CERT. 18
With her father the Duke banished and in
exile, Rosalind and her cousin Celia leave
their lives in the court behind them and
journey into the Forest of Arden. There,
released from convention, Rosalind
experiences the liberating rush of
transformation. Disguising herself as a
boy, she embraces a different way of
living and falls spectacularly in love.
Shakespeare’s glorious comedy of love
and change comes to the National
Theatre for the first time in over 30
years. 
Directed by Polly Findlay  
With Rosalie Craig, Patsy Ferran, 
Joe Bannister and Leon Annor 
★★★★★ ‘Magical. Flock to this




























IS DELIGHTED TO SUPPORT 
THE EASTSIDE ARTS FESTIVAL
www.hewittandgilpin.co.uk
Belfast Office: Thomas House, 14-16 James Street South, Belfast, BT2 7GA Tel: 028 9057 3573
Holywood Road Office: 73 Holywood Road, Holywood Arches, Belfast, BT4 3BA Tel: 028 9047 1869
strand Arts Centre
ROMEO + JULIET 
20-YEAR ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION  
DATE SATURDAY 20 AUGUST
TIME 8PM





Welcome to the Capulets ball! Wear your
best outfit and mask and join us for a
toast...Baz Luhrmann adapted this classic
Shakespearean romantic tragedy for the
screen, updating the setting to a post-
modern city named Verona Beach. In this
version, the Capulets and the Montagues
are two rival gangs. Juliet is attending a
costume ball thrown by her parents. Romeo
attends the masked ball and the rest is
history.  #shakespeareonfilm
HOW CINEMA CAN 
HELP US LIVE BETTER 
SCREENING AND CONVERSATION




GENRE DISCUSSION & FILM
AGE CERT. 15
Starts with a special short film, Talk &
Q&A, Main feature RAMS (2015)
Join Gareth Higgins (founder of
www.moviesandmeaning.com and author of
the books Cinematic States and How
Movies Helped Saved My Soul) and host,
blogger Neil Sedgewick (Films and Faith)
for an evening of discussion and insight into
how cinema helps us not only tell a better
story but live a better life.
The event will include a screening of the
critically acclaimed RAMS, an open-
hearted, life-affirming work of imagination
and humour, and a special screening of one
















ROSEMARY JENKINSON & LUCY CALDWELL IN CONVERSATION WITH HUGH ODLING SMEE,
IN ASSOCIATION WITH LYRIC THEATRE BELFAST
DATE THURSDAY 11 AUGUST
TIME 6PM
VENUE LYRIC THEATRE BELFAST
PRICE £7
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  









TEL: 028 9024 6609
This event features two of Ireland’s most exciting writers, Lucy Caldwell and
Rosemary Jenkinson, who’ve just launched their new short story collections
and have written plays as part of this season's Vivid Faces on the Lyric main
stage. Both from East Belfast, their writing straddles their unique landscape
like the twin cranes of Samson and Goliath. Lucy will read from Multitudes
while Rosemary will read from Aphrodite’s Kiss and the audience will be
treated to a fascinating discussion about their work, led by Hugh Odling-Smee.
Bestselling local author Gerry McCullough
reads from her popular novels, including
Belfast Girls, with a sprinkling of poetry, and a
focus on Narnia to suit the venue. With
Raymond McCullough, host of Celtic Roots
Radio.  The Lamppost Café is a warm and
welcoming tribute to one of Belfast’s greatest
writers, CS Lewis. To welcome you the café
will be providing delicious complimentary tea,
coffee and sweet treats.  
SUPPER CLUB AT THE 
LAMPPOST CAFÉ
DATE SATURDAY 13 AUGUST
TIME 7PM
VENUE LAMPPOST CAFÉ
PRICE £30 for 5-course set menu. BYO.
TICKETS028 9067 1687 OR 
THELAMPPOSTCAFEBELFAST@GMAIL.COM
THELAMPPOSTCAFEBELFAST@GMAIL.COM“Eating and reading are two pleasures that
combine admirably.” CS Lewis
Back by popular demand, this new literary-
themed gourmet dining experience offers a
magical evening of gorgeous food and
literary treats. Hosted by Alice McCullough
and featuring poetic performances by Colin
Hassard, storytelling from Liz Weir and music
from Giraffe Stairs and Julia Cross, this




DATE SATURDAY 20 & SUNDAY 
21 AUGUST
TIME 1.30PM PICK UP; 2PM SHOW
VENUE PICK UP AT LAMPPOST CAFÉ, 




TEL: 028 9024 6609
THE PEN POINTS EAST
DATE TUESDAY 16 AUGUST
TIME 7PM
VENUE CANTEEN
PRICE £6 event only;  £13.50 event + 
sharing board  
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  
TEL: 028 9024 6609
Poetry NI presents an array of East Belfast poets
for a live showcase reading, featuring places,
memories and stories from the locality.
Join us for an evening of powerful words, dazzling
verse and stimulating insight from a great range
of established names and exciting new voices
that the East is producing right now.
The array of literary talent features Mario
Abatiello, Tory Campbell, Ray Givans, Kathleen
McCracken, Elizabeth McGeown, Lara Sunday
and Dave Wilson. Hosted by Geraldine O’Kane
and Colin Dardis.
BYO alcohol or avail of a wide range of tea,
coffee and soft drinks from Canteen, perfect with
a Canteen sharing board of cured meats and
local cheeses with Canteen breads and dips.
Join local poet Alice McCullough as she
takes her audience on a tour of Belfast
unlike any other, sharing a collection of
her own poems, songs and stories
inspired by her home town.  From The
Limelight to Stormont, from City Hall to
Hyndford Street, Alice has a poem for
every place on her map of Belfast.  The
tour finishes at the Lamppost Café for
delicious refreshments.
"Great show - fragile but in control, real,





















ROMEO & JULIET MASTER-
CLASS WITH TERRA NOVA
DATE WEDNESDAY 10 & THURSDAY 
11 AUGUST
TIME 7:00PM – 9:00PM
VENUE ST. MARTIN’S CHURCH HALL
PRICE £12 (both classes)
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  
TEL: 028 9024 6609
Are you interested in Shakespeare?  Would
you like to find out how a modern director
plans a Shakespeare production, and get
involved in shaping what might get seen on
stage? Join Terra Nova's Andrea
Montgomery, director of this year's Belfast
Tempest and help shape her adaptation of
Romeo & Juliet.  
More than just an acting class, this
masterclass will allow participants to gain
an in-depth insight into how a director
works.  The masterclass takes place 
across two evenings and is intended for




DATE MONDAY 15 AUGUST
TIME 10:00AM-12:00PM (DROP IN)
VENUE WALKWAY COMMUNITY CENTRE
PRICE FREE (booking advised)
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  
TEL: 028 9024 6609
AGE 7+
Join Redhead Thread in this craft workshop
for kids – have fun making your very own
unique creation and leave with a colourful
masterpiece!  Booking is not required but
advised to avoid disappointment as places






DATE SATURDAY 13 AUGUST
TIME 11AM – 1PM
VENUE HOLYWOOD ARCHES LIBRARY
PRICE £8
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  
TEL: 028 9024 6609
Join local writer Jan Carson for a structured
writing workshop looking at the stories and
heritage of East Belfast. This short two hour
session will help you to look at how to
incorporate place and setting into your work.
Suitable for both experienced and beginner
writers. Please bring a notebook and pen
along to the workshop.  Jan Carson is a prose
writer based in East Belfast. 
CIRCUS SKILLS 
FOR SENIORS
DATE TUESDAY 16 & THURSDAY 
18 AUGUST
TIME 2PM – 4PM
VENUE ST MARTIN’S CHURCH HALL
PRICE FREE
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  
TEL: 028 9024 6609
The Age-ility Circus team are offering older
people the chance to learn a wide range of
skills including juggling, diabolo, hat tricks,
plate spinning, stilt walking and even uni-
cycling.  The workshops will be tailored for all
abilities, with activities ranging from very
gentle, done sitting down, to very energetic.
The aim is to have fun and learn new exciting
skills taught by some of Northern Ireland's
leading circus tutors. 
CRAF-TEA MORNING WITH
REDHEAD THREAD
DATE THURSDAY 18 AUGUST
TIME 10:00AM-12:00PM
VENUE CANTEEN
PRICE FREE (booking advised)
Have a Craf–tea morning at Canteen,
Belmont Road, with Redhead Thread’s
colourful craft workshop.  Indulge your
creative side, enjoy a cup of tea or coffee
and if the spirit moves you, make something
unique to take away.  Suitable for all ages.
Booking is not required but advised to avoid




DATE SATURDAY 20 AUGUST
TIME 2.15PM
VENUE STRAND ARTS CENTRE
PRICE CHILD £9.50, ADULT £4
TICKETSSTRANDARTSCENTRE.COM
AGE 4+
GENRE FILM & CLAY WORKSHOP
This creative afternoon starts with a
screening of Finding Dory, followed by an
hour-long Clayrazy workshop.  The friendly-
but-forgetful blue tang fish reunites with her
loved ones, and everyone learns a few things
about the real meaning of family along the
way. 
Clayrazy is perfect for all ages and abilities,
sparking imagination and creativity in






















ROCK SCHOOL WITH OSSIA
MUSIC
DATE MONDAY 15 – SUNDAY 21 AUGUST
TIME 10AM – 3PM
VENUE OSSIA MUSIC STUDIOS
PRICE £50
TICKETSCALL PAUL ON 07900053735 
TO RESERVE YOUR PLACE
We are looking for young, wannabe rock
stars, aged 11 – 16, to come along and
showcase their musical talents at our week-
long summer Rock School, rounding off the
week with a live performance in the Eastside
Arts Festival’s EastSide Emerging
community showcase. It’s never how good
you are, it’s how good you’re going to be.
Supported by EastSide Arts.
www.eastsidearts.net www.eastsidearts.net
Visual Arts Events at Framewerk gallery
WORKS FROM ELLIPSIS
BY JENNIFER TROUTON





East Belfast award-winning artist, Jennifer
Trouton, has exhibited extensively nationally
and internationally.  This exhibition, a
selection of works from her Ellipsis
collection, captures the fleeting glimpses of
past lives by examining their imprint on the
impersonal ephemera of the things left
behind. Exhibition continues until Saturday
27 August.
ArtisAnn Gallery on Bloomfield Avenue
showcases emerging and established
artists. It features a range of styles from
paintings and prints, through to sculpture
and photography. Occupying two floors, a
monthly themed exhibition programme has
been scheduled for the first floor, whilst the
ground floor is arranged Salon Style.
EVERYTHING LEAVES
MARKS
WORDS AND IMAGES BY JAN
CARSON AND ORLA MCADAM
DATE MONDAY 15 AUGUST
TIME 6.45PM
VENUE ARCHES HEALTH CENTRE
PRICE FREE
During 2016, writer Jan Carson collaborated
with visual artist, Orla McAdam to produce a
series of images in response to the fifteen
short stories in Carson’s most recent
collection, Children’s Children (Liberties
Press, 2016). Everything Leaves Marks is an
attempt to explore the concepts of legacy
and inheritance. All work is available for sale
with proceeds going to the Lagan Dragons, a
Belfast-based dragon boat racing team which
exists to support those affected by Breast
Cancer.  Join us for the East Belfast launch
featuring live music and a short reading.
SOUNDSCAPE / INTERFERENCE
DATE SATURDAY 13 AUGUST




DATE WEDNESDAY 10 AUGUST 
(EXHIBITION RUNS UNTIL 
20 AUGUST)
TIME 7 - 9PM
PRICE FREE 
PEARL member, Richard Bailie and collaborators Paul Doherty and Martin Byrne present
location recordings taken around East Belfast, with improvised response.  
Audience members are encouraged to manipulate the soundscapes, and will be given three
mp3 players and FM broadcasters with which they can play and pause urban, industrial and
natural sounds whilst moving around the venue, sending their broadcasts between different
performers’ radios.
Corresponding performances span drone, post-rock and noise music. Earplugs are






DATE SATURDAY 20 AUGUST 
TIME 7 - 10PM
PRICE £20
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET
TEL: 028 9024 6609
(TICKETS LIMITED TO 20 PLACES, 
BOOKING ESSENTIAL)
Discover the act of eating in a creative
environment with our evening inspired by the
book, 'Studio Olafur Eliasson: The Kitchen'
Catered by The Black Bear Cafe, this will be a
night of vegan recipes from Olafur Eliasson's
studio kitchen, which has served as
nourishment and source of creative
inspiration and communal discussion every
day for his staff, artists and guest
collaborators.  Expect blindfolds, metre long
utensils, sensory deprivation...  
This will be eating with a twist! 
Lost Treasures, re-purposed into a new
meaningful form.  A form that takes the
history and re-invents the memories, giving a
renewed vigour to things otherwise promised
to landfill or incinerator.
This solo exhibition is a reaction to
memories, objects and others’ personal
artefacts. Belfast artist Ken Maze produces
drawings, paintings and assemblages and is
most well-known for his iconic 'Teenage






















VENUE ST MARTIN’S CHURCH, 
NEWTOWNARDS ROAD
PRICE ALL EVENTS FREE TO PARTICIPATE 
Still Bunker 2 is a collaboration between Belfast-
based artist Bronagh Lawson and Suellen
Semekoiski from the School of Art Institute,
Chicago.  In 2012, Bronagh and Suellen invited
people to participate in Lament, a performative
walking meditation on the Newtownards Road,
documented by Textfilms and exhibited in
Chicago. The exhibition, HOME, will be exhibited
in St. Martin’s Church for the duration of the
festival and will include work by Paul Moore
#nonarnia, Stephen Millar, Scoil an Droichid.
Thursday 11 August
5pm - 9pm HOME exhibition opening
Friday 12 August
12pm - 9pm HOME exhibition
1pm Art as Healing panel discussion 
with Suellen Semekoiski (USA), 
Bronagh Lawson (NI), Stephen 
Millar (NI) and Leora Sotto (Israel)
7pm Music - What’s Arising? 
Saturday 13 August
12pm - 9pm HOME exhibition
1pm Bbeyond performance art collective
7pm Poetry from a Pulpit with Maria 
McManus and leading local poets
Sunday 14 August
12pm - 7pm Drawing Circle - come down and 
have your portrait or a portrait of 
your pet drawn, or bring a sketch 












still Bunker 2 - Creative Exchange 20/20
POOLSIDE WATERCOLOUR
DATE TUESDAY 16 AUGUST
TIME 6.45PM – 9.30PM
VENUE THE BATH HOUSE
PRICE £8 
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  
TEL: 028 9024 6609
The Bath House, once home to the
Templemore Swimming Baths’ caretaker, is
now managed by artists Charlotte Bosanquet
and Tonya McMullan who run art projects
using this unique heritage house as a
starting point.  
Poolside watercolour begins at the Bath
House from where you will be led to the pool
for swimming and watercolour painting.
Artist Hannah Casey will be offering
guidance and tips on your work. Please
remember your towel, swimwear and
swimming cap.
2016 marks the 20th anniversary of Creative Exchange Artist Studios and to celebrate they
are presenting a series of 5 visual arts events at The Engine Room Space, Portview Trade
Centre, as well as on billboards around the inner east area.
Thursday 11 August, 6.30pm - 9pm
20/20 Exhibition Launch
Curated by Sarah McAvera from the Golden Thread Gallery, this exhibition will showcase the
quality, innovative and challenging work by Creative Exchange Artists. Exhibition continues
Monday to Saturday, 11am - 4pm, until Saturday 27 August. 
Thursday 18 August, 12pm
The Real Cost of Regeneration Symposium
The Symposium will consist of a panel discussion, open debate and a series of short
presentations/workshops around positive, arts led regeneration.
Saturday 20 August, 11am - 3pm 
Artist’s Talks & Bbeyond Performance Event
A day of performance art from Bbeyond performance collective and 3 artist talks exploring
their individual practice.
Thursday 11 - Thursday 25 August
20/20 Art in the Eastside Billboard Project  
20 original artworks from renowned local, national and International artists, displayed on
billboards across the inner east.
Thursday 11 - Saturday 27 August
The Wish Tree Project 
Sculptural arts installation, plus community workshops on Sunday 14 August,  11am - 1pm





















GAELIC BUS TOUR 
OF EAST BELFAST
DATE WEDNESDAY 10 & THURSDAY 
11 AUGUST
TIME 11AM 
VENUE MEET AT SKAINOS 
PRICE £6
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  
TEL: 028 9024 6609
This popular bus tour uncovers a hidden
Gaelic history of East Belfast, from the life
and times of the Gaelic lord Conn O’Neill to
the family raised entirely in Irish on the
Castlereagh Road in the 1950’s.  Discover the
church that had a curate who spoke Antrim
Irish and the activities of the Ballymacarret,
Bloomfield and Breda branches of the Gaelic
League.
Join your guide Lynn Corken on this
fascinating journey through the East Belfast
of Van’s youth; a wonderful opportunity to
visit some of the places that the singer knew
as a child growing up in this part of the city.
Many of these places, and the people who
lived here, were inspirational to Van and are
referenced in his lyrics and music.  The tour
lasts approx. 2 hours and covers a distance of




DATE SATURDAY 13 & SATURDAY 
20 AUGUST
TIME 13TH @ 2PM; 20TH @ 10AM
VENUE MEET AT EASTSIDE VISITOR CENTRE 
PRICE £5.50
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  





DATE SATURDAY 13 AUGUST
TIME 11AM, 12PM, 1PM, 2PM (45 MINS) 




TEL: 028 9024 6609
One of East Belfast’s gems of Victorian
architecture, Templemore Avenue Public
Baths and Swimming Pools were built as one
of four public baths in the city during the late
1800’s.  In the highly industrialised area of
East Belfast the baths were primarily
intended to meet the hygiene and public
sanitary needs of the community.  Opened in
1893, the baths and pools have served over
five generations.  
HERITAGE TOUR
TEMPLEMORE SCHOOL
DATE FRIDAY 12 AND THURSDAY 
18 AUGUST
TIME FRIDAY @ 3:00PM & 
THURSDAY @ 6.30PM 
VENUE EAST BELFAST NETWORK CENTRE
PRICE £4
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  
TEL: 028 9024 6609
This guided tour around the former Templemore
School gives you access to one of the most
beautiful and iconic buildings in East Belfast.  In
1924 the newly elected Government of Northern
Ireland began the process of education reform and
brought together a number of small National
Schools under one roof, in larger, purpose built
premises.  The Belfast Corporation planned
Templemore to be a Public Elementary School,
designed by architect W G Davies.  The school was
built for 912 pupils and was officially opened by
Lord Mayor of Belfast Alderman Sir Thomas Dixon
HML in July 1926. 
EAST BELFAST DURING
THE FIRST WORLD WAR 
DATE WEDNESDAY 17 AUGUST
TIME 1PM – 2PM




TEL: 028 9024 6609
Jason Bourke will explore some of the many
stories of individuals and soldiers from East
Belfast who fought, served and died during
the Great War.
This tour will cover East Belfast and also the
history of Belfast; from its origins to the
plantation town of Sir Arthur Chichester in the
1600's, the 1798 rebellion, the growth of
Victorian Belfast and industry, to the blitz in
the Second World War, the troubles and the
regeneration of today's city.   
HISTORY & ARCHITECTURE
BUS TOUR WITH BELFAST
CIVIC TRUST
DATE THURSDAY 18 AUGUST
TIME 2PM









DATE SATURDAY 20 AUGUST
TIME 12.30PM
VENUE STRAND ARTS CENTRE 
PRICE £4
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  
TEL: 028 9024 6609
Come hear about The Strand's history, its
unique Art Deco architecture and traditional
movie theatres with expert projectionist and
film enthusiast Alan McClurg. Get behind the
scenes to see the workings of both our
original 35mm film projector and the new
digital projectors. Watch selected footage




DATE THURSDAY 18 AUGUST
TIME 1PM – 2PM




TEL: 028 9024 6609
Francis Jones from NI Screen and Iain Fleming
from PRONI will showcase visual and moving
images that demonstrate the changing face of
East Belfast during the late 19th and 20th
centuries. In particular they will focus on the
























WHAT THE FOCAL! 
COMEDY FILM ADAPTED BY
JONATHAN BURGESS FROM AN
ORIGINAL IDEA BY LINDA ERVINE




When Maggie, a Protestant from East Belfast,
decides to learn Irish, her husband Jimmy puts
his foot down and tells her that there’ll be no
Irish spoken in ‘his’ house.  However, Maggie
and her best friend Anne decide that they will
secretly enrol for Irish classes, under the
guise of learning French.  Find out what
happens when East Belfast loyalist, Jimmy,
discovers what is going on.
SHAMANIC JOURNEY
DATE FRIDAY 12 AUGUST
TIME 7 - 9PM
PRICE £30 (£10 DEPOSIT REQUIRED)
CONTACT
ravenspiritshamanism@gmail.com
Participants will journey through the
shamanic realms and record their response in
an “Automatic Drawing” Mandala response
session, followed by a group discussion on
symbolism for integration. 
NO JOKES, NO HUMOUR,
JUST PURE LAUGHTER!
DATE WEDNESDAY 17 AUGUST
TIME 7PM - 8PM




Learn about the health benefits of laughter,
release any stress with a gentle laughter
exercise and leave feeling uplifted, energised
and positive.
EARTH, AIR, WATER AND
FIRE
DATE FRIDAY 19 AUGUST
TIME 9PM - 9.45PM




A twilight reflection on the elements through
poetry and harp music with Tanya Haughton.
The atmosphere is friendly and inclusive, so
please come along!
KIRTAN: 
MUSIC TO AWAKEN THE HEART
AND TRANSFORM THE MIND 
DATE SATURDAY 20 AUGUST
TIME 7.30 - 9.30PM
PRICE £12 IN ADVANCE OR 
£15 ON THE DOOR
CONTACT
Julie at yoga@yogabelfast.com
With Julie Preston & Victor Tyrrell of
Yogabelfast.  
“Kirtan melts the heart, fills the mind with
purity and generates harmony.  It is an
excellent way to soothe the nervous system,
and offers us a way of our emotions and






DATE WEDNESDAY 10 AUGUST
TIME 5:00PM-7:00PM
VENUE ROOFTOP GARDEN, SKAINOS 
PRICE FREE
Hosford Homeless Project invites you to
sample a three-course culinary delight at
their public art installation, Rooftop
Restaurant Dinner Party.  That’s right, you
will be interacting with an art installation as
you enjoy professionally prepared food and
entertainment and learn about the aims and
experience of the project and its members.
In collaboration with Hosford clients, Life
Skills Co-ordinator Arlene Megaw and
Creative Exchange artist Ciara O’Malley and
supported by EastSide Arts, this innovative
event promises to be one not to miss.
HIGHLIGHTS AT HOME
ONE SQUARE MEAL
This year we’re delighted to announce that
some of our key contributors are giving their
time to perform intimate taster shows in
nursing homes, residential care facilities and
fold homes throughout East Belfast.  Staff,
residents and their families will participate in
the EastSide Arts Festival without even
leaving home.
A massive thank you to all the performers
who’ve volunteered their time to make these
sessions happen; Kaz Hawkins, Sam
McCready, Anthony Toner, Ronnie Greer and
Boundary Brewing.  We would also like to
thank the residential care facilities who’ve
been such enthusiastic hosts; Sydenham
Court, Mullan Mews, Dean Crooks, Inverary
Fold, Loolpand Fold and Brae Valley Care
Home. Watch this space for photos and
updates on this exciting pilot as it rolls out
throughout the festival.  Supported by
EastSide Arts.
LAGAN VILLAGE ART
DATE WEDNESDAY 10 – SUNDAY 
21 AUGUST
TIME MONDAY-FRIDAY 9AM-9PM; 
SATURDAY 9AM-6PM; 
SUNDAY 1PM-5PM
VENUE CONNSWATER SHOPPING 
CENTRE
PRICE FREE
In association with Artsekta, EastSide Arts
hosted summer workshops with Lagan
Village Youth Group looking at themes of
hopes and dreams and inspired by the idea
of bringing nature into urban spaces.  The
group at Lagan Village created unique
pieces of art which are on display in
Connswater Shopping Centre for the
duration of the festival, so come along and
























HUMANS OF EAST BELFAST 
DATE WEDNESDAY 10 – SUNDAY 
21 AUGUST
TIME MONDAY-FRIDAY 9AM-9PM; 
SATURDAY 9AM-6PM; 
SUNDAY 1PM-5PM
VENUE CONNSWATER SHOPPING CENTRE
PRICE FREE
This project brought together groups of
different ages to work on a collaborative
project, documenting the main reason that
makes EastSide such a great place to live -
the people. Drawing inspiration from the well-
known ‘Humans of New York’ photo blog,
Humans of East Belfast captures portraits
and stories from a diverse mix of people who
live in the east and make up the
communities it holds.
A special thank you to Carrie Davenport and
the artists involved from Sydenham Court,
Mullan Mews and Dean Crooks Fold as well
as members from East Belfast Alternatives.
Supported by EastSide Arts.
JAZZ ON A SUMMERS DAY
DATE THURSDAY  11 AUGUST 
TIME 2PM - 5PM
VENUE PARK AVENUE HOTEL 
PRICE FREE 
After last year’s success we are bringing back
this special event in association with Engage
with Age.  Featuring live music from the
Martello Jazz Band, some indoor games, a
buffet and screenings from the Digital Film
Archive, this promises to be an unmissable
afternoon.  Supported by EastSide Arts.




DATE FRIDAY 12 & FRIDAY 19 AUGUST
TIME 7PM
VENUE CRAFTY BOUTIQUE, 
MAPLE LEAF SOCIAL CLUB
PRICE £10 (INCLUDES A 
COMPLIMENTARY COCKTAIL)
Come and create a fashion accessory and
have a cocktail or two whilst you attempt to
create a masterpiece! Mocktails available
too! #CreativeClub Electro beats till late.
LOVE VICTORIA PARK
DATE SATURDAY 13 AUGUST
TIME 12PM – 4PM
VENUE VICTORIA PARK
PRICE FREE
CONTACT WWW.CONNSWATERGREENWAY.CO.UK    
028 9046 7925
Come along to Victoria Park to
enjoy a fun filled day for all the
family. There will be street theatre,
music, wildlife, outdoor activities,
face-painting, storytelling, bike
checks, arts and crafts and much,
much more.   
DAY OF THE SOMME BY BRIAN ERVINE 
A MUSICAL JOURNEY THROUGH THE EVENTS OF 1916




Playwright, songwriter, historian, politician, teacher – Brian Ervine wears a number of hats, and is
the author of Somme Day Mourning, which tells the story of the thousands of working class
Ulstermen who gave their lives on 1 July 1916, the infamous first day of the Battle of the Somme.
As we approach the centenary of that fateful day, Brian will tell the story of the ‘Sons of Ulster’
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THE LANGUAGES OF ULSTER BROCHURE LAUNCH




Does ‘crack’ come from craic or does ‘craic’ come from crack? Is ‘gab’ from Scots and ‘gub’
from Gaeilge or is it the other road?  What would you do if you met a tairgéir in the gloaming?
Do you be wearing a geansaí  or slunking  your socks?   Do you get up at the scrake o’ dawn
or stay in bed when it’s teeming outside?   Discover some of the connections between the


















TAP ROOM AT BOUNDARY
BREWING 
DATE SATURDAY 20 AUGUST
TIME 4PM – 11PM
VENUE BOUNDARY BREWING
Spend some time in EastSide’s only brewery
and sample some of the best beer in the
world, including the Festival’s own beer, a
session IPA brewed specially for us by
Boundary and sporting label design by artist
Heather Dornan Wilson. 
If you’re an artist or arts worker living or
working in East Belfast why not join us from
6.30pm for a Festival Post-Work-Pint and take
advantage of the wondrous selection of beers
on offer.
HORATIO TODD’S 1ST
ANNUAL NI CRAFT BEER &
CIDER FESTIVAL 
DATE SATURDAY 20 AUGUST
TIME 12PM - 8PM
VENUE HORATIO TODD’S CAR PARK
PRICE FREE
CONTACT HORATIOTODDS.COM
Horatio Todd’s will be hosting a number of
local craft beer brewers and cider makers to
showcase a selection of fantastic brews. This
is a truly unique opportunity to meet and
speak to the master brewers whilst tasting
the dozens of different brews on offer.  All
accompanied by great street food and BBQ as
well as live music throughout the day. 
The Horatio Sessions
9pm @ Horatio Todd’s
Wednesday 10 August Motel Jack 
Thursday 11 August Blues Direct 
Friday 12, August The Martins
Sunday 14 August Chris Keys
Monday 15 August Rory Lavelle
Tuesday 16 August Jackie Rainey 
Wednesday 17 August Trad & Tapas 
Night
Thursday 18 August Jackie Rainey & 
the Sweet Beats
Friday 19 August Amanda Agnew
Sunday 21 August Justin Black
OPENING CELEBRATION 
DATE SATURDAY 20 AUGUST 
TIME 12 PM - 9PM
VENUE BALLYMAC FRIENDSHIP CENTRE
PRICE FREE
Join us to celebrate the opening of the newly refurbished Ballymac Friendship Centre. The
celebration will include a community picnic celebrating the connections between Polish and
Northern Irish communities; performances by Shankill Road Defenders Flute Band, Katy Carr,
Konrad Pawlaszek and PolFolk, a cultural performance by the young people from Ballymac, led
by Arts Ekta, Circus Skills performance, led by Belfast Circus School and the grand finale of
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DATE TUESDAY 16 - SATURDAY 20 AUGUST
TIME 8PM
VENUE BALLYMAC FRIENDSHIP CENTRE
PRICE FREE
You heard from the East Belfast Boy last time around.
Now it’s time for the other side of the story!  Fast
moving, inventive, hilarious and touching, this show is
a high octane, turbo-charged trip through the pleasures
and perils of two young women growing up in tough
times.  Another (almost) true story, presented in Full
Colour 4D and Hi Def! Brought to you by Partisan






















THE LIBRARY OF STORIES  
WITH FIGHTING WORDS
DATE WEDNESDAY 17 AUGUST
TIME 10AM
VENUE WALKWAY COMMUNITY CENTRE
PRICE FREE (booking advised)
TICKETSWWW.EASTSIDEARTS.NET  
TEL: 028 9024 6609
AGE 5+
Relax for an hour of reading aloud and fun
with stories and poetry from The Library of
Stories.  Discover new and amazing tales
written by children for everyone to enjoy.
Join in or sit back - parents will enjoy this as
much as children.  For more information
























02890 656 520 | frontdesk@parkavenuehotel.co.uk  
www.mpwrestaurants.com
Marco Pierre White Steakhouse Bar and Grill, Belfast@MPW_Belfast MPW_Belfast 
SUNDAY TREAT
ENJOY A STARTER AND A MAIN FROM  






















Day Date Event Venue Time Ticket price Page
Wed 10.08.16 Gaelic Bus Tour of East Belfast Skainos 11am 6.00 30
No Surrender reading by Sam McCready East Belfast Network Centre 8pm 5.00 3
Romeo & Juliet Masterclass 11 August) St Martin's Church Hall 7pm 12.00 24
The Prodger Welder's Social Club 8pm 8.00 3
Songwriters in the Round Willowfield Church 7pm 6.00 16
Lost Treasures by Ken Maze Framewerk 7pm Free 27
One Square Meal Skainos 5pm Free 33
Screening of What the Focal Skainos 7.30pm Free 33
Humans of East Belfast Exhibition opening Connswater Shopping Centre 7pm Free 34
Thurs 11.08.16 Gaelic Bus Tour of East Belfast Skainos 11am 6.00 30
Page to Stage Lyric Theatre 6pm 7.00 22
Pintsized Cabaret Boundary Brewing 8pm 10.50 4
Breakfast at Tiffany's + Breakfast for Dinner Strand Arts Centre / Canteen 7pm dinner / 8.30pm film 4.00 / 10.50 18
at Canteen
Jazz on a Summers Day Park Avenue Hotel 2pm Free 34
Creative Exchange Engine Room Space 6.30pm Free 29
20/20 Exhibition Launch
Andy Fairweather Low + Support Black Box 8pm 19.50 16
Bourbon Swing The Parador 8pm 3.00 16
13 & The Fury Horatio Todd's 10pm Free 16
Friday 12.08.16 Heritage Tour of Templemore School East Belfast Network Centre 3pm 4.00 30
Music Unite with Beyond Skin Skainos 8pm 5.00 4
Electro Craft & Cocktails Maple Leaf Club 7pm 10.00 34
Neil Dougan's Heritics and Head the Balls Welder's Social Club 8pm 10.50 5
Murder She Got Wrote Off Maple Leaf Club 8pm 9.00 6
Shamanic Journey Maitri Studios 7pm 30.00 32
Art As Healing' Panel Discussion St Martin's Church 1pm Free 28
What's Arising? Music Event St Martin's Church 7pm Free 28
Wizard of Oz (NI Stars) Strand Arts Centre 2pm; 7pm 10.00 / 8.00 5
"Grainne Duffy,†Paul The Garrick 4.30pm Free 16
Sherry & Ronnie Greer"
Rob Strong Band; The Sabrejets Longfellow Bar 8pm 6.00 16
The Grand Camaros & Mark Braidner Cregagh Sports Club 8pm 5.00 16
Works from Ellipsis by Jennifer Trouton ArtisAnn Gallery 6pm Free 26
Ken Haddock Stoker's Halt 6pm Free 16
The Journey Band The Parador 10pm 5.00 16
Sat 13.08.16 Van Morrison Walking Tour EastSide Visitor Centre 2pm 5.50 30
Writing the East with Jan Carson Holywood Arches Library 11am 8.00 24
Love Victoria Park Victoria Park 12pm Free 35
Family Fun Day
Glitter & Twisted club social night Maple Leaf Club 8pm 10.50 7
Letter from the Front St. Patrick's, Ballymacarrett 8pm 10.50 6
Heritage Tour of Templemore Baths Templemore Baths 11am; 12pm; 1pm; 2pm Free 30
Mark Braidner Band Longfellow Bar 2pm 5.00 16
Bbeyond Performance Art Collective St Martin's Church 1pm Free 28
Poetry from a Pulpit St Martin's Church 7pm Free 28
Soundscape / Interference Framewerk 7pm fFree 27
Wizard of Oz (NI Stars) Strand Arts Centre 2pm; 7pm 10.00 / 8.00 5
Lamppost Supper Club Lamppost Café 8pm 30.00 22
Ronnie Greer Band & Longfellow Bar 8pm 6.00 16
Guests
Willie Byrne The Garrick 9.30pm Free 16
Purple Car The Poet 10pm Free 16
Gin House Stoker's Halt 10pm Free 16
Sun 14.08.16 Silent Sunday Ossia Music School 2pm 10.50 7
Play it Again Jam Strand Church 7pm 5.00 8
Reading by Lamppost Café 7.30pm 6.00 22
Gerry McCullough
Pintsized Surprize Dundonald Ice Bowl 8pm 6.00 8
Drawing Circle St Martin's Church 12pm Free 28
The Wish Tree Project Connswater Shopping Centre 11am Free 29
Workshops
Kenny McDowell & Guests Longfellow Bar 2pm 5.00 16
Day Date Event Venue Time Ticket price Page
Sun 14.08.16 Jazz & Blues Brunch SD Bells 12pm Free 16
Errol Walsh & Ted Ponsonby Sunflower Bar 3pm 5.00 16
Sweet Trev & The Bluenotes 
& Rab McCullough Band Longfellow Bar 8pm 6.00 16
Dee Hanna & 
Gordon McAllister The Garrick 9.30pm Free 16
Davy Watson & Simon McBride The Poet 8.30pm Free 16
Mon 15.08.16 Craft workshop with Walkway Community Centre 10am Free 25
Redhead Thread
Everything Leaves Marks Holywood Arches Health Centre 6.45pm Free 26
Ruby & The Duke' screening Strand Arts Centre 8.15pm 7.50 18
with intro by Duke Special
Pintsized Surprize Strand Community Centre 8pm 6.00 8
Launch of The Languages of Ulster Skainos 7.30pm Free
Tues 16.08.16 The Pen Points East with Purely Poetry Canteen 7pm 6.00 / 13.50 23
Poolside Watercolour with Prime Collective The Bath House 6.45pm 8.00 28
Amanda St. John Park Avenue Hotel 8pm 8.00 9
Festival Club with Brigid O'Neill Park Avenue Hotel 10pm Free 15
Circus Skills for Seniors St. Martin's Church Hall 2pm Free 25
East Belfast Girl Ballymac Friendship Centre 8pm Free 37
(nightly until Saturday 20 August)
The Royal Tenenbaums screening Strand 8pm 4.00 18
Wed 17.08.16 East Belfast WW1 Talk PRONI 1pm Free 31
Library of Stories with Fighting Words Walkway Community Centre 10am Free 36
Day of the Somme by Brian Ervine Skainos 7.30pm Free 35
New Bliss by Keith Donald Belvoir Players Studio 8pm 12.50 10
Peacock Angell Band St. Martin's Church 8pm 10.50 9
Laughter Workshop Maitri Studios 7pm 7.00 32
Thurs 18.08.16 Craft-tea Morning with Redhead Thread Canteen 10am Free 25
East Belfast Through the Years PRONI 1pm Free 31
History & Architecture Bus Tour EastSide Visitor Centre 2pm 12.50 31
Kaz Hawkins Park Avenue Hotel 8pm 15.00 10
Heritage Tour of Templemore School East Belfast Network Centre 6.30pm 4.00 30
Real Cost of Regeneration Symposium Engine Room Space 12pm Free 29
Festival Club with Ronnie Greer Trio Park Avenue hotel 10pm Free 15
HOME Exhibition Opening St. Martin's Church 5pm Free 28
The Big Labowski Fest Strand Arts Centre 8pm 6.00 19
Circus Skills for Seniors St. Martin's Church Hall 2pm Free 25
Friday 19.08.16 Anúna St. Patrick's, Ballymacarrett 8pm 21.50 11
The Late Twos underage gig Skainos 7.45pm 6.00 12
"Earth, Air, Water & Fire" Maitri Studios 9pm 10.00 / 8.00 32
Electro Craft & Cocktails Maple Leaf Club 7pm 10.00 34
King Lear (NT Live) Strand Arts Centre 7pm 12.00 / 10.00 19
Sat 20.08.16 Van Morrison Walking Tour EastSide Visitor Centre 10am 5.50 30
1916†Tim McGarry 'Goes Over The Top' Park Avenue hotel 8pm 18.00 12
An Evening with Nick Lowe St. Patrick's Ballymacarrett 8pm 28.00 13
Kirtan Workshop Maitri Studios 7.30pm 12.00 32
Earth to Alice Bus Tour Duke of York murals 2pm 9.00 23
Artists' Talk & Bbeyond Performance Engine Room Space 11am Free 29
Horatio Todd's Craft Beer & Cider Festival Horatio Todd's 12pm Free 36
Heritage Tour of Strand Arts Centre Strand Arts Centre 12.30pm 4.00 31
Ballymac Centre Opening Celebration Ballymac Friendship Centre 12pm Free 37
Clayrazy workshops & Dorie screening Strand Arts Centre 2.15pm 9.50 / 4.00 25
Olafur Eliasson Tribute Framewerk 7pm 20.00 27
Romeo & Juliet Anniversary Celebation Strand Arts Centre 8pm 8.00 20
Tap Room and Post-Work-Pint Boundary Brewing 4pm Free 36
Festival Club with Los Dramaticos Park Avenue 10pm Free 15
Sun 21.08.16 EastSide Emerging St. Patrick's Ballymacarrett 5pm 3.5 / 10.00 14
The Wish Tree Project Workshops Connswater Shopping Centre 1pm Free 29
Earth to Alice Bus Tour Duke of York murals 2pm 9.00 23
How Cinema Can Help Us Live Better Strand Arts Centre 4.15pm 6.50 20




Tickets are available online at
www.eastsidearts.net to print at home,
unless otherwise stated in the programme,
and can also be booked by phone on 
028 9024 6609 and in person at 
Visit Belfast Welcome Centre, 
9 Donegall Square North, 
Belfast BT1 5GJ, 
Monday – Saturday, 9am – 7pm,
Sunday, 11am – 4pm.
Booking Fee
Each ticket will have an additional booking
fee added at the point of purchase, to cover
box office costs and bank charges. We have
kept this as low as possible – 
Tickets under £10
No fee 
Tickets £10.50 - £19 
£1 booking fee 
Tickets £20 - £25
£2 booking fee 
Tickets £25+
£4 booking fee 
All tickets for events at Strand Arts Centre
can be booked in person at the Strand, 
152-154 Holywood Road, Belfast, by phone
on 028 9065 5830 and online at
www.strandartscentre.com.
Refunds
Festival tickets cannot be refunded other
than in the event of cancellation, in which
case all refunds will be issued from the point
of purchase.
Accessibility
As far as possible we are using venues that
are fully accessible, but not all venues are
wheelchair accessible, so please let us
know at the point of purchase if you have
any special requirements so we can ensure
your comfort at the event.  We offer 1
complimentary ticket for customers that
require a Personal Assistant to attend an
event, via registration on the buddy scheme.
Seating
All seating is un-allocated therefore
operates on a first come first served basis,
and seats cannot be reserved other than in
cases of special requirements.
Travel with Translink to East Side 
Arts Festival
Click www.translink.co.uk/eastsidearts/
Call 028 9066 6630
Follow @Translink_NI
Travel on Metro 3, 4 and 6 to reach festival
venues
EastSide Arts Festival Team
Rachel Kennedy Festival Director
Email: Rachel@eastsidepartnership.com
Jacqueline O’Hagan Volunteer Co-ordinator
Email: jacqueline@eastsidepartnership.com
Want to get involved?
We depend on a brilliant team of volunteers
throughout the Festival.  If you have a few
hours free over the period 10th – 21st
August and would like to meet new people





70 Bloomfield Ave, Belfast BT5 5AE
Ballymac Friendship Centre
1a Fraser Pass, Newtownards Road, Belfast,
BT4 1BP
The Bath House
The Bath House, 4 Glenmore Street, 
Belfast, BT5 4HE
Belvoir Players Studio
94 Belvoir Drive, Belfast, BT8 7FR
Black Box
18-22 Hill St, Belfast, BT1 2LA
Boundary Brewing
Portview Trade Centre, Newtownards Rd, 
Belfast BT4 1HE
Canteen Kitchen Café
10 Belmont Rd, Belfast, BT4 2AN
Connswater Shopping Centre
Bloomfield Ave, Belfast, BT5 5LP
Cregagh Sports Club
Gibson Park, Gibson Park Ave, 
Belfast, BT6 9GL
Dundonald Ice Bowl
111 Old Dundonald Rd, Belfast, BT16 1XT
East Belfast Network Centre
55 Templemore Avenue, Belfast, BT5 4FP
Engine Room Space
Portview Trade Centre, Newtownards Rd, 
Belfast BT4 1HE
EastSide Visitor Centre
402 Newtownards Road, Belfast, BT4 1HH
Framewerk Gallery
10 Upper Newtownards Rd, Belfast, BT4 3EL
The Garrick
29 Chichester St, Belfast, BT1 4JB
Holywood Arches Health Centre
1 Westminster Avenue North, Belfast, BT4 INS
Holywood Arches Library
4 - 12 Holywood Road, Belfast, BT4 1NT
Horatio Todd's
406 Upper Newtownards Rd, Belfast BT4 3EZ
Lamppost Café
19 Upper Newtownards Rd, Belfast, BT4 3HT
Longfellow Bar
My Ladys Road, Belfast, BT6 8FB
Lyric Theatre
55 Ridgeway St, Belfast, BT9 5FB
Maitri Studios
The Mount, Belfast BT5 4NA
Maple Leaf Club
41-43 Park Ave, Belfast, BT4 1PU
Ossia Music School
First Floor, 5 Sandown Rd, Belfast, BT5 6GT
The Parador 
473 Ormeau Road, Belfast BT7 3GR 
Park Avenue Hotel
158 Holywood Rd, Belfast, BT4 1PB
Poet Bar & Grill
Kings Square, Kings Road, Belfast, BT5 7E
Public Records Office NI (PRONI)
2 Titanic Boulevard, Titanic Quarter, 
Belfast, BT3 9HQ
S.D. Bell's
516 Upper Newtownards Rd, Belfast, BT4 3HL
Short Strand Community Centre
26A Beechfield St, Belfast, BT5 4EQ
Skainos Centre
241 Newtownards Rd, Belfast, BT4 1AF
St. Christopher's Church
70 Mersey Street, Belfast, BT4 1EW
St. Martin's Church
Kenilworth Place, Belfast, BT4 1BH
St. Martin's Church Hall
Kenilworth Place, Belfast, BT4 1BH
St. Patrick's Ballymacarrett
212 - 220 Newtownards Road, 
Belfast, BT4 IGZ  
The Stoker's Halt
199 Upper Newtownards Rd, Belfast, BT4 3JB
Strand Arts Centre
152-154 Holywood Road, Belfast, BT4 1NY
Strand Church
161 Connsbrook Avenue, Belfast, BT4 1JY
Sunflower Public House
Union St, Belfast, BT1 2JG
Templemore Baths
Templemore Ave, Belfast, BT5 4FW
Victoria Park
Victoria Park, Park Avenue, Belfast, BT4 1JT
Walkway Community Centre
1-9 Finvoy Street, Belfast, BT5 5DH
Welder's Social Club
18 Dee St, Belfast, BT4 1FT
Willowfield Church
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